An iterative point correspondence algorithm for automatic image registration: an application to dental subtraction radiography.
In this paper, an Automatic Iterative Point Correspondence (AIPC) algorithm towards image registration is presented. Given an image pair, distinctive points are extracted only in one of the images (reference image), and the corresponding points in the other image are obtained automatically by maximizing a similarity measure between regions of the two images with respect to the parameters of a local transformation. The maximization is accomplished by means of an iterative procedure, in which candidate solutions for the transformation parameters are tested at each iteration; these solutions are evaluated by the similarity measure between image regions. The detected point pairs by the application of the AIPC algorithm are then used to estimate the parameters of a global projective transformation for the registration of the image pair. The proposed AIPC algorithm was applied on 113 in vitro and in vivo dental image pairs providing improved registration accuracy against three widely used registration methods.